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Technical Field

The present invention relates to a RAM- incorporated

driver that drives the display of still and moving images on

one screen, together with a display unit and electronic

equipment that uses the same.

Background

Recent advances in communications and packaging

technologies have made it possible to display various types

of highly informative daca on a display section of a portable

item of electronic equipment. including not only character

text consisting of numerics and characters, but also still

and moving images -

There have been various proposals for the format for

data displayed by such electronic equipment. Taking a mobile

telephone as an example, a technique has been proposed for

receiving or transmitting image data that has been compressed



and encoded in accordance with the Moving Picture Experts

Group (MPEG) standard.

In such a case, received moving images are displayed on

a moving- image display area 22A of a liquid crystal panel 22,

5 as shown by way of example in Pig. 3. Still images giving

explanatory or operating information relating to those moving

images are displayed on a still- image display area 22B of the

liquid crystal panel 22, by way of example.

To display a moving image in the moving- image display

2J> area 22A, it is necessary co rewrite moving- image data in a
LJ
LJj moving- image storage area corresponding to the moving -image
C.SJ:

l& display area 22A, which is part of the storage area of a RAM

^ within the liquid crystal driver. periodically and also

D substantially in real-time.

IS The still images displayed in the still -image display

area 22B change in accordance with factors such as the

fy operation of the keys of the mobile telephone, making it

necessary to rewrite still -image data in a still -image

storage area corresponding to the still -image display area

20 22B. within the storage area in a RAM.

However, the rewriting of still -image data in the still

-

image storage area of the RAM periodically uses the bus line

over which the moving- image data is being transferred, so it

is only possible to use the gap between the transfer of one

25 screen of moving -image data and the transfer of the next

screen of moving -image data therefor.
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In this manner, the transfer of still-image data within

the limited times between screens of moving - image data

restricts the operating time in which the MPU can supply

moving -image data and still -image data to the display unit,

which increases the time -related restrictions on the

operation of the MPU for controlling circuits other than

those of the display unit.

Summary

An objective of the present invention is to provide a

RAM- incorporated driver together wich display unit and

f*& electronic equipment using the same which make it possible to

JC rewrite still -image data irrespective of the timing at which

*? moving -image data is rewritten in a RAM.

? s A RAM- incorporated driver in accordance with an aspect

of the present invention drives a display section, based on

still -image data and moving -image data.

This RAM- incorporated driver comprises: first and second

bus lines for transferring the still -image data and the

20 moving-image data, respectively; a RAM* which stores the

still -image data and the moving -image data transferred

through the first and second bus lines; a first control

circuit which controls writing or reading with respect to the

RAM of the still -image data or the moving -image data that has

been transferred separately over the corresponding first or

second bus line. based on a given command; and a second

control circuit that is independent of the first control
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circuit, which controls the reading of the still - image data

or the moving- image data stored in the RAM, and driving the

display section.

In accordance with this aspect of the present invention,

5 still images and moving images are transferred by separate

systems over the first and second bus lines. In addition,

control over the writing of still -image data or moving -image

data to a RAM and control over the reading of display data

from a RAM for driving the display section to display are

1CL each done independently*

It is therefore possible to rewrite still -image data in

a RAM while simultaneously rewriting moving - image data,
i

^ making it unnecessary to wait until the end of the writing of
Hp

O moving- image data before still -image data can be written.
vO
IS Moreover, it is possible to drive the display of display data

H independently of this control of the writing of still -image

data and moving- image data.

In a RAM- incorporated driver in accordance with this

aspect of the present invention, the RAM may comprise a first

20 port in which the writing of the still -image data is executed

via the first bus line, a second port in which the writing of

the moving- image data is executed via the second bus line,

and a memory cell having a third port for reading out the

display data.

25 In this manner, it becomes possible to specify moving-

image data and still- image data with respect to a three-port

memory cell by separate systems, and also read accumulated

: w
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display data with yet another system. This makes it possible

to write moving- image data and still-image data to a RAM and

access display data with an extremely simple process, without

being restricted by the necessity of controlling the reading.

5 A RAM- incorporated driver in accordance with another

aspect of the present invention drives a display section,

based on a command from an external MPU and still -image data

and moving -image data, and the RAM- incorporated driver

comprises: a first bus line which transfers the still -image

10 data from the external MPU; a second bus line which transfers

J the moving- image data from the external MPU; a RAM which

jj stores the still -image data and the moving- image data; a

\=* first column address control circuit which specifies a column

address m the RAM for writing the still-image data; a second

tf£ column address control circuit which specifies a column
E

Q address in the RAM for writing the moving- image data; a first

page address control circuit which specifies a page address

in the RAM for writing the still -image data; a second page

js& address control circuit which specifies a page address in the

20 RAM for writing the moving - image data; an MPU- related control

circuit which controls the first and second column address

control circuits and the first and second page address

control circuits, based on the command from the external MPU;

a display address control circuit which controls reading of

25 the still- image data and the moving- image data stored in the

RAM, as display data; and a driver- related control circuit

n
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which controls the display address control circuit

independently of the MPU- related control circuit.

In accordance with this aspect of the present invention,

still -image and moving - image data is transferred by first and

5 second bus lines using separate systems. Column and page

addresses for writing data to a RAM are specified by separate

still -image and moving -image systems.

It is therefore possible to rewrite still -image data in

a RAM while simultaneously rewriting moving - image data,

10 making it unnecessary to wait until the end of the writing of
Q

moving- image data before still- image data can be written.

A RAM- incorporated driver in accordance with this aspect

H* of the present invention may comprise: a first pair of bit

g lines connected to a memory cell of the RAM; a second pair of

lSp bit lines connected to a memory cell of the RAM; a first
s

O column switch controlled by the first column address control
M
ffj circuit and connecting the first pair of bit lines with the

zs first bus line; a second column switch controlled by theO
H* second column address control circuit and connecting the

20 second pair of bit lines with the second bus line; a first

word line which transfers a signal from the first page

address control circuit to a control terminal of a first

switch provided between a memory element within the memory

cell and the first pair of bit lines; and a second word line

25 which transfers a signal from the second page address control

circuit to a control terminal of a second switch provided

between the memory element and the second pair of bit lines -
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This forms a dual -port configuration in which there are

different ports for still images and moving images. In other

words, it is possible to write still -image data through the

first bit line pair to a memory cell specified by the first

column address control circuit and the first page address

control circuit- Similarly, it is possible to write moving-

image data through the second bit line pair to the memory

cell specified by the second column address control circuit

and the second page address control circuit. It is thus

possible to write still -image data and moving- image data to

any desired cells, without increasing the storage area in a

RAM.

In the RAM- incorporated driver in accordance with this

aspect of the present invention the RAM may have a first RAM

which stores the still -image data that has been transferred

via the first bus line and a second RAM which stores the

moving- image data that has been transferred via the second

bus line. In such a case, the display address control circuit

may comprise a first display address control circuit which

controls the reading of still -image data from the first RAM

as display data and a second display address control circuit

which controls the reading of moving- image from the second

RAM as display data. In addition, in the first RAM. write

addresses may be controlled by the first column address

control circuit and the first page address control circuit,

and, in the second RAM, write addresses may be controlled by

7



the second column address control circuit and the second page

address control circuit.

In this manner, the storage area is expanded to include

a first RAM for still- image data and a second RAM for moving-

5 image data, nut it is possible to rewrite still -image data

into the first RAM while simultaneously rewriting moving-

image data into the second RAM.

In this aspect of the present invention, the first

column address control circuit may specify a read column

Xjg address in the RAM. based on a signal from the MPU- related

control circuit, and the first page address control circuit

S may specify a read page address in the RAM. based on a signal
s""

r

from the MPU- related control circuit.

This configuration makes it possible to take data that

has been written to a RAM and then read it towards the

external MPU . For example, it is possible for the MPU to

perform a read/modify/write process whereby data written to a

RAM is read, inverted, then written back to a RAM.

A display unit in accordance with further aspect of the

present invention comprises: a panel having an electro-

optical element driven by a plurality of first electrodes and

a plurality of second electrodes; the RAM- incorporated driver,

as defined by claim 1, which drives the plurality of first

electrodes; and a scanning driver which scans and drives the

25 plurality of second electrodes.

6
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This display unit makes it possible to implement a mixed

display of scill and moving images, while reducing the load

on the external MPU.

Electronic equipment in accordance with still further

5 aspect of the present invention comprises: the display unit

in accordance with the further aspect of the present

invention; and an MPU for supplying the commands, the still

-

image data, and the moving- image data to the display unit.

Since this electronic equipment and this display unit

^ reduce the load on the MPU during the mixed display of still

"5 images and moving images. it is possible to increase the

M operating efficiency of the MPU thereby.

^ Electronic equipment in accordance with yet further

O aspect of the presenc invention drives a display section to

15 display an image, based on still -image data and moving - image

r** data. and the electronic equipment comprises: the RAM-

incorporated driver in accordance with an aspect of che

present invention; means for setting a still -image area, with

respect to a display area of the display section in which

image is displayed based on image data stored in a RAM of th

RAM- incorporated driver; means for writing the still -image

data in a storage area of the RAM, the storage area

corresponding to the still-image area; means for setting a

moving-image area with respect to the display area; and means

for writing the moving -image data into a storage area of the

RAM, the storage area corresponding to the moving -image area.
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Since the present invention makes it possible to write

still -image data and moving- image data separately to a RAM

which stores display data for driving the display of a

display section, it is unnecessary to perform the writing to

a RAM of still -image data and moving- image data after they

have been subjected to mixing, as in the prior art. It is

therefore possible to provide electronic equipment in which

the process of creating display data is greatly simplified,

the processing load on components such as the MPU is greatly

reduced, and high-quality image processing is enabled.

Electronic equipment in accordance with yet another
it*

tl aspect of the present invention drives a display section to

rj display an image, based on still-image data and moving - image

6 data. and the electronic equipment comprises: the RAM-

15 incorporated driver in accordance with an aspect of the

S present invention; means for setting a still- image area, wich

fU respect to a display area of the display section in which an

r4 image is displayed based on image data stored in a RAM of the

'
U RAM -incorporated driver; means for writing the still -image

20 data in a storage area of the RAM. the storage corresponding

to the still -image area; means for setting an arbitrary

moving- image area with respect to the still -image area; and

means for writing the moving- image data into a storage area

of the RAM, the storage area corresponding to the moving-

25 image area.

The present invention makes it possible to write new

display data sequentially, regardless of the setting state in
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the display section of a s till - image area in which a still

image is displayed and a moving - image area in which a moving

image is displayed, by enabling the display of a moving image

in the display section by writing moving- image data as an

overwrite of temporarily written still -image data, thus

greatly reducing the amount of complicated display processing

wherein still and moving images are mixed.

in

J?5
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Brief Description of the Drawings

lj^ Fig- 1 is a schematic block diagram of electronic

equipment to which the present invention is applied.

Fig- 2 is a schematic block diagram of a mobile

telephone that is an example of the electronic equipment of

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a schematic illustrative diagram of an example

of display that differs from the display example of the

liquid crystal panel shown in Fig- 1-

Fig* 4 is a schematic block diagram of the X-driver IC

of Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 is a schematic illustrative diagram of the

display data RAM of Fig, 4, together with peripheral circuits.

Fig- 6 is a circuit diagram of memory cells within the

display data RAM of Fig- 5.

Fig. 7 is a waveform chart of a write clock for still

2 5 and moving images and a display read clock.

Fig. 8 is a block diagram of essential structural

components of an example of a mobile telephone that is

20
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electronic equipment provided with the X-driver IC of the

first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 is an illustrative diagram of an example of the

display section of the mobile telephone provided with the X-

5 driver IC of the first embodiment of the present invention-

Fig. 10 is a flow chart illustrating the first half of

an example of display processing of image information that is

a mixture of still images and moving images, in the mobile

telephone that is electronic equipment in accordance with the

10 first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 11 is a flow chart illustrating the second half of

S an example of display processing of image information that is

M a mixture of still images and moving images, in the mobile

S telephone that is electronic equipment in accordance with the

first embodiment of the present invention.

O Fig. 12 is a schematic block diagram of an X-driver IC

fi] in accordance with the second embodiment of the present

~j invention.

|*a Fig- 13 is a schematic illustrative diagram of the

2 0 relationship between storage areas of the first and second

display data RAM of Fig. 12 and the display areas of the

liquid crystal panel.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

2 5 Embodiments of the present invention are described below

with reference to the accompanying figures

.
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First Embodiment

A first embodiment of the present invention is described

below with reference to Figs. 1 to 7

.

5 Description of electronic equipment

A schematic block diagram of electronic equipment to

which the present invention is applied is shown in Fig. 1. In

Fig. 1- this electronic equipment is configured of a

microprocessor unit (MPU) 10 and a display unit 20. The

10 display unit 20 has a matrix panel having electro-optical

O elements, such as a color liquid crystal panel 22, a RAM-

^3 incorporated x-driver IC 24 for driving this liquid crystal

panel 22, and a Y- driver IC 26 for scanning.

=P The matrix panel 22 could be one that uses a liquid
o

15y3 crystal having optical characteristics that change on the

%~ application of a voltage, and other electro- optical elements.

^ The liquid crystal panel 22 could be configured of a simple
ru

in matrix panel, by way of example, in which a liquid crystal is

sealed between a first substrate on which is formed a

20 plurality of segment electrodes (first electrodes) and a

second substrate on which is formed a common electrode

(second electrode) - The liquid crystal panel 22 could also be

configured of an active matrix panel using three - terminal

elements or two- terminal elements such as thin- film

25 transistors (TFTs) or thin- film diodes (TFDs) . Such an active

matrix panel would also have a plurality of signal electrodes

(first electrodes) driven by the RAM- incorporated X-driver IC

13



24 and a plurality of scan electrodes (second electrodes)

driven to scan by the Y-driver IC 26.

It is possible to display still images and moving images

simultaneously on the liquid crystal panel 22. In such a case,

5 areas for a moving-image display area 22A, determined by the

image size of moving- image data stored in the MPU 10, and a.

still -image display area (text data display area) 22B.

outside thereof, are set in the liquid crystal panel 22,

Two main types of data are supplied from the MPU 10 to

10 the display unit 20, as shown in Fig. 1: display

O command/ still - image data and moving- image data,

yfl Representative examples of display commands include a signal

[7 AO that indicates the difference between commands and data,

& an inverted reset signal xRES, an inverted chip select signal

15 y3 XCS. an inverted read signal XRD , and an inverted write

P signal XWR. Data signals D7 co DO are 8 -bit command data

2* (including address data for still images and moving images)

Lft or still-image data signals, as distinguished by the logic of

rf the command/data identification signal AO. The moving - image

20 data is 6-bit R, G „ and B signals, and a clock signal CLK and

horizontal/vertical synchronization signal H.Vsync are also

supplied.

Thus a bus for display command/still * image data and a

bus for moving- image data are separated in this embodiment of

2 5 the present invention.

An example shown in Pig- 2 is of the MPU 10 and display

unit 20 of Pig- 1 installed into a mobile telephone 30. The

14



MPU 10 shown in Pig. 2 has a CPU 12 for controlling the

mobile telephone 30. and a still -image memory 14 and a

digital signal processor (DSP) 16 are connected to this CPU

12- A moving- image memory IS is also connected to the DSP 16.

5 A modulation/demodulation circuit 34 is also provided in

the mobile telephone 30, for demodulating signals received

through an antenna 3 2 and modulating signals to be

transmitted by the antenna 32- It is also possible to use the

antenna 32 to transmit and receive moving- image data that has

1J?. been encoded in accordance with the layer- IV standard of the
LJ

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)

.

A digital video camera 3 6 can also be provided in this

mobile telephone 3 0 . Moving- image data can be fetched through

this digital video camera 36. The information necessary for

operations such as transmission and reception by the mobile

R telephone 30 or image captured by the digital video camera 36

FU is input through an operation input section 38.

fi When a moving image is displayed in the moving- image

^ display area 22A of the liquid crystal panel 22, the CPU 12

20 provided in the MPU 10 determines the dimensions of that

moving image from moving -image information. In other words,

it determines a start address SA and an end address EA of the

moving image shown in Pig. 1. Note that the moving -image

display area 22A and the still -image display area 22B could

be divided vertically by a line, as shown in Fig- 3, in which

case, the start address SA and the end address EA are

jUjj.

3*a
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. a8*

determined from the size of the moving image in a similar

manner -

The moving image displayed in the moving- image display

area 22A is supplied from the antenna 32 or the digital video

5 camera 3 6 in this embodiment of the invention. Signals input

from the antenna 32 are demodulated through the

modulation/demodulation circuit 34 and are processed by the

DSP 16, The moving- image processing memory 18 is connected to

the DSP 16; it expands compressed data that is input through

10 the antenna 32 and the modulation/demodulation circuit 34 and

also decodes data that has been encoded in accordance with

iT the MPEG layer IV standard. Data that is to be transmitted

^ through the modulation/demodulation circuit 34 and the

.£3 antenna 32 is compressed by the DSP 16, and also encoded if

15 it is to be transmitted in a format in accordance with the
s

^ MPEG layer IV standard. In this manner, the DSP 16 can also

Fy have the function of a decoder and encoder for MPEG layer IV
Iff

data, by way of example,

f* Signals from the digital video camera 3 6 are input to

2 0 the DSP 16, and signals that have been input by the antenna

32 or the digital video camera 36 are processed by the DSP 16

into RGB signals and are supplied to the display unit 20.

The CPU 12 outputs to the display unit 20 the commands

and data necessary for displaying a still image on the liquid

25 crystal panel 22, based on information from the operation

input section 3 8 and using the still -image memory 14 if

necessary.

16



It is therefore possible to implement ticket

reservations based on information from the operation input

section 38. wherein moving images are movie information that

is distributed over the Internet and information for

reserving theater tickets is displayed as still images, by

way of example. For that purpose, the CPU 12 also controls

the sending out of still -image information (such as

reservation information) through the modulation/demodulation

circuit 34 and the antenna 32, The CPU 12 can also control

the sending out of moving-image information captured by the

digital video camera 3 6 over the modulation/demodulation

circuit 34 and the antenna 32, if necessary

-

Description of x-driver IC

A block diagram of the RAM- incorporated x-driver IC 24

is shown in Fig. 4. An MPU interface 100, an input -output

buffer 102, and an input buffer 104 are provided as input-

output circuitry for the RAM- incorporated x-driver IC 24 of

Pig- 4.

Signals such as the inverted chip select signal XCS, the

command/data identification signal AO. the inverted read

signal XRD, the inverted write signal XWR, and the inverted

reset signal XRES are input to the MPU interface 100,

Data such as 8 -bit command or still -image data D7 to DO

is input to the input-output buffer 102. Note that Pig. 4

shows an example in which the signals D7 to DO are input and

output in parallel, but it is also possible to use a serial

17
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•SB.

input- output configuration in which the first bit is the

identification signal AO, followed by the signals D7 to DO,

if it is not necessary to read data to the MPU 10 from a

display data RAM 160 within the X-driver IC 24. This would

5 make it possible to reduce the number of terminals of the MPU

10 and the X-driver IC 24.

Data such as moving- image data formed of 6 -bit R, G
,
and

B signals and the clock signal clk is input to the input

buffer 104. by way of example. The clock signal 6 -bit R. G.

1Q_ and B signals are input and output in parallel. in

synchronization with the clock signal CLK.

The interior of the X-driver IC 24 is provided with a

first bus line 110 connected to the MPU interface 100 and the

6 input-output buffer 102 and a second bus line 120 connected
if*

ijT to the input buffer 104.

A bus holder 112 and a command decoder 114 are connected

to the first bus line 110 and another bus holder 122 is

connected to the second bus line 120. Note that a status

setting circuit 116 is connected to the input -output buffer

102 in such a manner that the operating state of the X-driver

IC 24 is output to the MPU 10. This operating state is an

internal state set by the X-driver IC 24. such as whether or

not the display is in an on state and a given scroll area

within the screen has been set to scroll mode, with the

configuration being such that a given command that has been

input from the MPU 10 is decoded by the command decoder 114

which outputs the result thereof.

was?
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An I/O buffer 162 of the display data RAM 160 is

connected to both the first and second bus lines 110 and 120.

for the transfer of still -image data and moving - image data

that is read from and written to the display data RAM 160.

5 In addition to the above described display data RAM 160

and I/O buffer 162. circuits such as an MPU-related control

circuit 130, a column address control circuit 140, a page

address control circuit 150, a driver - related control circuit

170, a PWM decoder circuit 180. and a liquid crystal drive

10 circuit 190 are provided in the X-driver IC 24.

*S The MPU-related control circuit 13 0 controls reading and

writing with respect to the display data RAM 160, based on

H commands from the MPU 10 that are input through the command

fH decoder 114- The column address control circuit 140 and the

lis page address control circuit 150 that are provided are

controlled by this MPU-related control circuit 130. In this

embodiment of the present invention, the column address

control circuit 140 has a first column address control

I
s* circuit 142. which specifies write column addresses for

20 still- image data and read column addresses for still -image

and moving- image data, and a second column address control

circuit 144, which specifies write column addresses for

moving- image data. The page address control circuit ISO has a

first page address control circuit 152, which specifies write

25 page addresses for still -image data and read page addresses

for still-image and moving-image data, and a second page

address control circuit 154, which specifies write page

Q
.FU

Ul
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1A

addresses for moving - image data. Note that the

horizontal/vertical synchronization signal H.Vsync is input

from the MPU 10 to the MPO- related control circuit 130.

although this is not shown in Fig. 4. A horizontal

synchronization signal Hsync is used for setting and

resetting counters that are provided within the second column

and page addresses control circuits 144 and 154. to suppress

errors such as display distortion due to erroneous writing

caused by noise or the like during the writing of moving

-

image data. as far as possible. The horizontal/vertical

£ synchronization signal H.Vsync is also used for returning

each of the column and page addressees to the respective

start address SA- The page address control circuit 150

comprises a display address control circuit 156 which

specifies display addresses for each line controlled by the

driver- related control circuit 170.

The driver- related control circuit 17 0 comprises an X-

driver- related control circuit 172 and a y-driver-related

control circuit 174. This driver - related control circuit 170

generates signals such as a color gradation control pulse GCP,

a polarity inversion signal FR. and a latch pulse LP. to

control the display address control circuit 156, the pwm

decoder circuit 180. a power source control circuit 178. and

the y- driver IC 26. independently of the MPU- related control

25 circuit 130.

The PWM decoder circuit 180 latches data that is read

one line at a time from the display data RAM 160, and outputs

15
o
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a signal of a pulse width corresponding to color gradation

value in accordance with the polarity inversion period. The

liquid crystal drive circuit 190 shifts the voltage of a

signal from the PWM decoder circuit 180 and supplies it to

each segment electrode SEG of the liquid crystal panel 22 of

Fig. 1.

Description of display data RAM and peripheral circuits

A schematic circuit diagram of the display data RAM 160

and its peripheral circuits is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows

first and second column address decoders 142A and 144A. first

and second page address decoders 152A and 154A. and a display

address decoder 156A that are provided in final stages of the

first and second column address control circuits 142 and 144,

the first and second page address control circuits 152 and

1S4. and the display address control circuit 156,

respectively.

Fig. S also shows memory cells CIO. Cll,.... C20. C21...

of first and second rows. Each memory cell shown in Fig. 5 is

connected to first to third word lines Wl to W3 .
a first bit

line pair Bl and /Bl, and a second bit line pair B2 and /B2-

The first column address decoder 142A outputs a signal

that turns on and off a first column switch swi that is

connected to the first bit line pair Bl and /Bl .
The second

column address decoder 144A outputs a signal that turns on

and off a second column switch SW2 that is connected to the

second bit line pair B2 and /B2 . The first page address

21
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decoder 152A supplies a signal that makes the first word line

Wl active, the second page address decoder 154A supplies a

signal that makes the second word line W2 active, and the

display address decoder 156A supplies a signal that makes the

5 third word line W3 active.

In comparison with the prior-art technique, this

embodiment of the present invention is newly provided with

the second word line W2 , the second bit line pair B2 and /B2

,

the second column switch SW2 , the second column address

10 decoder 144A, and the second page address decoder 154A-
O
*Sj The second column and page addresses decoders 144A and

154A are used only when specifying column and page addressees

for writing moving - image data <R, G, B) , and this moving-

q image data (R, 6 , B) is written to memory cells through the

5~5 second bus line 120 and the second column switch SW2 in

Q accordance with this specification.

ry The first column and page addresses decoders 142A and

152A specify column and page addresses during the writing of

M still-image data and the reading of still-image and moving -

20 image data. Data is read from or written to the display data

RAM ISO through the first bus line no and the first column

switch SW1 in accordance with this address specification.

The display address decoder 15GA is designed to read

data from all the memory cells on one line to a display data

2 5 output line OUT. by making the third word line W3 active one

line at a time in sequence. This read data is supplied to the
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PWM decoder circuit 180 of Pig. 4 and is supplied to the

liquid crystal drive.

Memory cell configuration

A circuit diagram of the memory cell CIO within the

display data RAM 160 is shown in Pig, 6. The memory cell CIO

has the same configuration as the other memory cells. This

memory cell CIO has a memory element 200 formed of two CMOS

inverters 201 and 202. The two MOS inverters 201 and 202 have

first and second wires 204 and 206 that connect together the

input and output sides thereof, respectively. A first n-type

MOS transistor 210 (first switch) is connected between the

first wire 204 and the bit line Bl, with the gate thereof

being connected to the first word line Wl. Similarly a second

n-type MOS transistor 212 (first switch) is connected between

the second wire 206 and the bit line /Bl , with the gate

thereof being connected to the first word line Wl

.

The above described configuration ensures that the first

and second n-type transistors 210 and 212 are turned on when

the first word line Wl goes high in answer to an active

signal from the first page address decoder 152A- This

connects the memory cell C10 to the first pair of bit lines

Bl and /Bl. If the first column switch SW1 is turned on by an

active signal from the first column address decoder 142A

during this time, it becomes possible to read or write data

with respect to the memory cell C10.
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The first and second p - type MOS transistors 220 and 222

are connected between a power line vdd and the display data

output line OUT. The gate of the first p-type MOS transistor

220 is connected to the second wire 206 and the gate of the

5 second p-type MOS transistor 222 is connected to the third

word line W3

.

Before data is read out of the memory cell CIO to the

display data output line OUT, the display data output line

OUT is pre -charged to low. In a state in which the third word

10 line W3 is low and the second p-type MOS transistor 222 is on,

*f1 after this pre- charge operation, the data on the display data

^ output line OUT is latched into the PWM decoder circuit 180.

N* During this time, if the potential of the second wire 206 is

5 high (the potential of the first wire 204 is low) the

display data output line OUT remains low, but if the
5

O potential of the second wire 206 is low (the potential of the
SJ

m first wire 204 is high) . the display data output line OUT

goes high. This makes it possible to read one line of display

M* data from the display data RAM 160 simultaneously.

20 A further feature of this embodiment of the present

invention lies in the way the second word line W2 and the

second bit line pair B2 and /B2 are connected- To ensure that

connection, a third n-type MOS transistor 230 (second switch)

is connected between the first wire 204 and the bit line B2

,

25 with the gate thereof being connected to the second word line

W2 . Similarly, a fourth n-type MOS transistor 232 (second

switch) is connected between the second wire 206 and the bit
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line /B2, with the gate thereof being connected to the second

word line W2

.

The above described configuration ensures that the third

and fourth n-type transistors 23 0 and 232 turn on so that the

memory cell ClO is connected to the second pair of bit lines

B2 and /B2, if the second word line W2 goes high in answer to

an active* signal from the second page address decoder 154A.

If the second column switch SW2 is turned on by an active

signal from the second column address decoder 144A during

this time. it becomes possible to write moving- image data

with respect to the memory cell CIO.

Writing of still -image and moving -image data to display data

RAM

3^53 The MPU 10 has previously obtained the page and column

addresses of the display data RAM 160 corresponding to the

start and end addresses SA and EA of the moving- image display

area 22A, from moving -image information. For that reason, it

is possible for the MPU 10 to repeatedly specify column and

page addresses for an area corresponding to the moving -image

display area 22A r from areas within the display data RAM 160,

in accordance with a predetermined write frequency. The

column and page addresses of this area corresponding to the

moving- image display area 22A are input to the second column

address control circuit 144 and the second page address

control circuit 154 through the input-output buffer 102 and

the MPU-related control circuit 130 of the X-driver IC 24.
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The column and page addresses of the display data RAM 160 are

ultimately specified through the second column address

decoder 144A and the second page address decoder 154A of Pig.

5. By transferring moving - image data through the input buffer

104 and the second bus line 12 0, the transfer can be done in

real-time over a path that differs from that of the still

-

image data over the first bus line 110, so that the moving-

image data can be rewritten in real-time.

The MPU 10 specifies the column address and page address

of an area within the display data RAM 160 corresponding to

the still-image display area 22B, so that data rewrite is

° performed at a predetermined write frequency only when there

M are changes in the still -image data, such as when information

»3 is input from the operation input section 38.

ft In this manner, this configuration of this embodiment of
s

the present invention implements address specification and

?y data transfer by separate routes for still images and moving

j£j images written to the display data RAM 160, so that each set

M> of data can be written to memory cells. It is therefore

20 possible to write a still image and a moving image

simultaneously to different memory cells in page units, so

there is no necess i ty to hal t the wri ting of either type of

data.

Since the configuration is such that either a still

25 image or a moving image can be written to memory cells, it is

possible to modify the moving- image display area 22A as

desired

.
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When a moving image is to be displayed in the moving

-

image display area 22A of the liquid crystal panel 22 in this

case, display data is read from the display data RAM 160 in

accordance with a read clock shown in Pig. 7, to enable

5 display at a rate of 60 Hz, in other words, 60 frames per

second, by way of example.

For still -image data, on the other hand, display data is

written to the display data RAM 160 in accordance with a

still-image write clock that . enables display at a frequency

10 that is higher than that for driving the liquid crystal

5 display, such as 90 Hz or 90 frames per second- Since this
. IPs

^ enables the implementation of rewriting of still images at a
hsst
t

M= write rate that is faster than the display read rate, it

becomes possible to provide a display that adapts to factors

1% such as scroll display in accordance with the operation of
s

E3 the operation input section 38.

fU In contrast thereto, moving - image data makes use of the

persistence -of -vision effect on human retinas, so there is no

problem even when the number of frames in the moving image is

low (it is not necessary to rewrite the entire 60 frames for

the display), in cases where it is not required to have an

accurate moving -image display, such as on a mobile telephone.

With this embodiment of the present invention, writing can be

done at a frequency that enables the writing of moving -image

25 data at a rate such as 20 Hz, or 20 frames per second, so it

suffices to send out 1/3 (20/60 for a frequency of 60 frames)

of the data from the MPU 10 to the X- driver IC 24. If an X-

Ul

20
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driver IC without internal RAM were to be used, it would

always be necessary to rewrite data for 60 frames, but such a

lowering of the write frequency of moving images (lowering of

the write rate) , or the quantity of data to be rewritten,

reduces the number of times that moving - image data is written,

where that would usually necessitate rewriting of the

concents of the display data RAM 160 (unlike with still

images) , and thus the power consumed can be reduced by an

amount equivalent to that number of memory cells.

Specific example of electronic equipment in accordance with

this embodiment

The description now turns to electronic equipment that

is provided with the x- driver IC 24 of the above described

l}¥ first embodiment of the present invention.
s

Q A block diagram in Fig* 8 shows essential structural

Hl components of an example of a mobile telephone that is

U1 electronic equipment provided with the X- driver IC 24 in

!=& accordance with the first embodiment of the present invention.

20 Note that circuits in Pig- 8 that have the same functions as

circuits in Fig. 2 are denoted by the same reference numbers

and further description thereof is omitted.

The CPU 12 of the first embodiment is connected to a

memory 250. The memory 250 comprises a program memory, in

25 which is stored a program to be executed by the CPU 12, and

the still -image memory 14. The CPU 12 transfers still -image

data or moving- image data with respect to the X-driver IC 24,
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for displaying still images and moving images on the liquid

crystal panel 22, in accordance with the program stored in

this program memory. In other words, the CPU 12 transfers

still -image data for the display of still images on the

5 liquid crystal panel 22 with respect to the X- driver IC 24,

and also instructs the DSP 16 to create and transfer moving -

image data for the display of moving images on the liquid

crystal panel 22- The configuration is therefore such that

still-image data and moving- image data are transferred with

10 respect to the X-driver IC 24 by different systems.

C For that reason, the CPU 12 comprises at least a moving-

gy image area setting section 252, a moving- image data write

IT section 254 f a still-image area setting section 256, and a

jE still -image data write section 258.
O

ISfl The moving -image area setting section 252 sets a moving-

Lj image area that is specified by the start address SA and the

end address EA at any position within the display area in
ry

Ul which images are displayed on the liquid crystal panel 22.

j[f based on display data stored in the display data RAM 160 of

20 the X-driver IC 24. If each pixel in the matrix- form display

area of the liquid crystal panel 22 has been defined by an

address, this moving- image area can be assumed to be a

rectangular area specified by a diagonal line joining the

start address SA and the end address EA-

25 The moving- image data write section 254 performs write

instructions with respect to the DSP 16, for moving- image

data to the moving- image area set by the moving -image area
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setting section 252. The DSP 16 transfers to the X-driver IC

2 4 the moving- image data stored in the moving - image memory 18

that has been created in order to display moving- image

information in the moving -image area that has been set by the

moving-image area setting section 252 of the CPU 12, and

writes it to the storage area in the display data RAM 160

corresponding to the thus -set moving - image area.

The still-image area setting section 256 sets a still

-

image area at any position within the display area in which

images are displayed on the liquid crystal panel 22. based on

the display data stored in the display data RAM 160 of the x-

driver IC 24. This still-image area is specified by a

different start address SA and end address EA 1
, in a similar

manner to the moving- image area. This still -image area could

also be a rectangular area specified by a diagonal line

B joining the start address SA 1 and the end address EA ¥
. if

each pixel disposed in the matrix- form display area of the

liquid crystal panel 2 2 has been defined by an address.

The still -image data write section 258 writes still

-

image data to the still -image area that has been set by the

still-image area setting section 256. More specifically, the

CPU 12 transfers to the X-driver IC 24 still -image data

stored in the still -image memory 14 that has been created in

order to display still-image information such as text in the

still -image area that has been set by the still -image area

setting section 256. and writes it to the storage area in the

10
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display data RAM 160 corresponding to the thus-set still-

image area -

Note that the above described functions of the CPU 12

could be implemented completely by hardware or completely by

5 programming. Alternatively, they could be implemented by both

hardware and programming.

An example shown in Pig- 9 is of a display section of

the mobile telephone that is electronic equipment in which

these functions of the CPU 12 have been implemented.

20 This illustrates an example in which the user of the

*2 mobile telephone 30 accesses a content server on the Internet,
yj

d to display contents that provide movie information.

M* The user operates keys as the operation input section 38

J2^ in order to receive contents data by accessing a given

4% contents server over the Internet. This contents data is a

O mix of moving images and still images, with corresponding

image sizes comprises within moving -image information and

still -image information, respectively. If there is no

information relating to image sizes in the moving -image

20 information and still -image information, the assumed image

size for the display is assumed to be the entire display area

of the liquid crystal panel 22.

The mobile telephone 30 in accordance with the first

embodiment of the present invention is configured to detect

2 5 image sizes from the moving -image information or still -image

information that is comprised within the received contents

data, then set the corresponding moving -image display area or
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still -image (or text) display area. The example shown in Fig.

9 is a case in which the lower portion of the display area of

the liquid crystal panel 22 that is the display section of

the mobile telephone 3 0 is set to be a still -image display

5 area 260 and an upper portion thereof is set to be a moving-

image display area 2 62.

A menu screen enabling the selection of various services

provided by the accessed contents server is displayed in the

still -image display area 260. The user receives the provision

10 of a service corresponding to a selected item, by operating

Jo the Keys of the operation input section 39 to cause a cursor

ff 264 to move, thereby selecting a desired item.

N8 With electronic equipment in accordance with the first

embodiment of the present invention , the configuration is

T5 such that images corresponding to the items of the menu

O screen that is displayed in the still -image display area 260

fU are displayed at given positions of the liquid crystal panel

H If the user has selected "1. Story", by way of example.

20 story information of the movie, consisting of text characters,

is fetched from the contents server and is displayed at a

given position on the liquid crystal panel 22. Similarly, if

the user has selected "4- Tickets", information for

reservations of theater tickets for that movie is displayed

25 as a still image in the given still- image area of the liquid

crystal panel 22, and the configuration is such that ticket

reservation can be based on information from the operation
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input section 38. The dimensions and display area of this

still -image display area depend on the still -image

information to be displayed- If the user has selected "5.

Preview ii furthermore, preview information on the movie is

5 fetched as moving- image data from the contents server, and a

moving image is displayed in the moving- image display area

262. The dimensions and display area of this moving- image

display area 262 depend on the moving-image information to be

displayed.

10 In addition, electronic equipment in accordance with the

O first embodiment could become a novel publicity advertisement

medium such that, if the user does not select a menu screen

by operating the keys, moving images with the objective of

HF publicity advertisements from the contents server are
%ssJ

lSjfj displayed in succession at a given position of the liquid

J-j
crystal panel 22.

~~~4 Such electronic equipment is implemented by the
Hi

jjj execution of programs by the CPU 12, as described below.

An example of the processing of a program that displays

contents data that is a mixture of still images and moving

images, as described above, is shown in Pigs. 10 and 11.

If CPU 12 fetches menu information comprised within

contents data from the Internet, a menu display area is set

within the display area of the liquid crystal panel 22, based

25 on still-image information for displaying a menu screen by

the still-image area setting section 256 (step S10) . ,
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Menu data (still - image information) for displaying a

menu screen is then written into the storage area of the

display data RAM 160 of the X-driver IC 24 that corresponds

to the thus -set menu display area, by the still -image setting

5 area 256 (step Sll) - In other words, transfer to the X-driver

IC 24 and write to the display data RAM 160 is controlled by

a given command-

Key input is subsequently received through the operation

input section 38 from the user (step S12) .

10 As a result, if "1- Story" has been selected from among

O the selection items of the menu screen by the key input

J through the operation input section 3 8 of the user (Y at step

ft S13), the contents server is informed that selection item "1"

=P has been selected and the corresponding contents data (story

15 £ information) is fetched. This contents data (story

L information) is still -image information for displaying

S! details of the selected movie story, by way of example,

[p The still -image area setting section 256 sets a story

P display area within the display area of the liquid crystal

20 panel 22. based on still -image information for displaying a

text screen that displays the story, which is comprised

within the fetched contents data (story information) (step

S14) .

The story information (still -image information) for

25 displaying the selected movie story details is then written

by the still- image data write section 258 to the storage area

of the display data RAM 160 of the X-driver TC 24 that
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corresponds to the thus-set story display area (step S15). In

other words, transfer to the X-driver IC 24 and write to the

display data RAM 160 is controlled by a given command.

If "2. Cast introduction" has been selected in step S13

5 from among the selection items of the menu screen by the key

input through the operation input section 3 8 of the user (N

in step S13 then Y in step SI 6) , on the other hand, the

contents server is informed that selection item "2" has been

selected and the corresponding contents data (cast

10 introduction information) is fetched. This contents data
!

^ (cast introduction information) is still -image information

*0 for displaying details of the cast of the selected movie, by

H= way of example.

~S The still- image area setting section 256 sets a cast

±Gj introduction display area within the display area of the

liquid crystal panel 22, based on still-image information for

displaying a text screen that displays the cast introduction,M
ffj

W which is comprised within the fetched contents data (cast

y> introduction information) (step S17)

.

20 The cast introduction information (still -image

information) for displaying the selected movie cast

introduction details is then written by the still-image data

write section 258 to the storage area of the display data RAM

160 of the X-driver IC 24 that corresponds to the thus- set

25 cast introduction display area (step S18) . In other words,

transfer to the X-driver IC 24 and write to the display data

RAM 160 is controlled by a given command.
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If "3. Roadshow locations" has been selected in step S16

from among the selection items of the menu screen by the key

input through the operation input section 3 8 of the user (N

in step S16 then Y in step S19), the contents server is

informed that selection item "3" has been selected and the

corresponding contents data (roadshow location information)

is fetched. This contents data (roadshow location

information) is still -image information for displaying

details specifying the locations such as the regions and

theaters when the selected movie is being shown, by way of

example.

The still -image area setting section 256 sets a roadshow

location display area within the display area of the liquid

crystal panel 22. based on still- image information for

displaying a text screen that displays roadshow locations,

which is comprised within the fetched contents data (roadshow

location information) (step S20)

.

The roadshow location information (still- image

information) for displaying the selected movie roadshow

locations is then written by the still -image data write

section 258 to the storage area of the display data RAM 160

of the X- driver IC 24 that corresponds to the thus -set

roadshow location display area (step S21) . In other words,

transfer to the X- driver IC 24 and write to the display data

2 5 RAM 16 0 is controlled by a given command.

If "4. Tickets" has been selected in step S19 from among

the selection items of the menu screen by the key input

0
15
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through the operation input section 3 8 of the user (N in step

S19 then Y in step S22) , the contents server is informed that

selection item "4" has been selected and the corresponding

contents data (ticket information) is fetched- This contents

data (ticket information) is still -image information for

displaying a guide for reserving theater tickets for the

selected movie r by way of example.

The still -image area setting section 256 sets a ticket

display area within the display area of the liquid crystal

panel 22. based on still -image information for displaying a

text screen that displays a ticket reservation guide, which

is comprised within the fetched contents data (ticket

information) (step S23)

.

The ticket information (still -image information) for

displaying the guide for reserving cinema tickets for the

selected movie is then written by the still -image data writ

section 258 to the storage area of the display data RAM 160

of the X-driver IC 24 that corresponds to the thus -set ticke

display area (step S24) * In other words, transfer to the

driver IC 24 and write to the display data RAM 160 is

controlled by a given command-

In this case, if the user reserves tickets in accordance

with the displayed ticket reservation guide, ticket

reservation processing is done, including the distribution of

and payment for tickets that is part of the ticket

reservation process in practice.

e

t
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If "5. Preview" has been selected from among tlie

selection items of the menu screen by the key input through

the operation input section 38 of the user (N in step S22

then Y in step S25), the contents server is informed that

S selection item "5" has been selected and the corresponding

contents data (preview information) is fetched- This contents

data (preview information) is still -image information for

displaying details about preview for the selected movie, by

way of example.

10 The moving -image area setting section 252 sets an

D preview display area within the liquid crystal panel 22,
S
^ based on moving- image information for displaying details of

H1 preview that is comprised within the fetched contents data

*f (preview information) (step S26).

15% The preview information (moving - image information) for

L displaying preview about the selected movie is then written
p
SI by the moving -image data write section 254- to the storage

jjj
area of the display data RAM 160 of the X- driver IC 24 chat

p corresponds to the thus-set preview display area (step S27),

20 In other words, an instruction is issued to the DSP 16 to

transfer the moving-image data to be written to the X- driver

IC 24, and the data is written to the display data RAM 160.

If "5. Preview" is not selected from the selection items

of the menu screen by the key input through the operation

25 input section 38 of the user in step S25 (N in step S25).

display processing is performed on moving -image information
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with the objective of publicity advertisement distributed

from the contents server over the Internet.

In other words, a commercial (CM) display area is set

within the display area of the liquid crystal panel 22 by the

moving- image area setting section 252 r from moving- image

information for publicity advertisements that is comprised

wichin the fetched contents data (step S28) . This CM display

area could be an area specified by the moving -image

information for publicity advertisements comprised within the

fetched contents data, or it could be an area specified by

the user-

02 The fetched CM information (moving - image information)

U for publicity advertisement is then written by the moving -

image data write section 254 to the storage area in the

display data RAM 160 of the X-driver IC 24 corresponding to

the thus- set CM display area (step S29) . In other words, an

instruction is issued to the DSP 16 to transfer the moving-

image data to be written to the X-driver IC 24, and the data

is written to the display data RAM 160.

If still -image data or moving -image data is written to

the display data RAM 160 in step S15, S18. S21, S24, S27. or

529, the display of the display section comprising the liquid

crystal panel 22 is driven by the X-driver IC 24 and thus

contents that are a mixture of still images and moving images

25 are displayed.

When the contents service subsequently ends (Y in step

530, the series of display processing ends. If the contents

20
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service does not end (N in step S3 0) , the flow returns to

step S10 and the menu display.

Second Embodiment

5 The X- driver IC 24 in accordance with the first

embodiment of the present invention makes it possible to

write still -image data and moving- image data by separate

systems, where the display data RAM 160 is configured of

three -port memory cells, but the present invention is not

10 limited thereto,

Q A block diagram of part of an x-driver IC 300 in

£3 accordance with a second embodiment of the present invention

is shown in Pig, 12. Note that circuits in Pig- 12 that have

the same functions as circuits in Fig. 4 are denoted by the

same reference numbers and further description thereof

omitted. The circuits omitted from Fig. 12 are the same

those of Fig. 4.

The first way in which the X-driver IC 300 of Fig. 12

differs from the X-driver IC 24 of Fig. 4 is the provision of

first and second display data RAMs 310 and 320. Still -image

data is stored in the first RAM 310 and moving- image data is

stored in the second RAM 320. Note that the first and second

RAM portions 310 and 320 do not need the second word line W2

,

the second bit line pair B2 and /B2, the second column switch

SW2, the second column address decoder 144A. and the second

page address decoder 154A of Fig. 6. so memory cells of a

prior-art configuration can be used therefore.

a
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The relationships between a still-image storage area

310A of the first display data RAM 310, a moving- image

storage area 320A of the second display data RAM 320, and the

moving- image display area 22A and still -image display area

5 22B of the liquid crystal panel 22 are shown in Fig. 13.

The first and second display data RAMs 310 and 320 have

storage areas corresponding to all the pixels of one screen

of the liquid crystal panel 22. This makes it possible to

vary the still -image storage area 310A and the moving- image

10 storage area 320A of Fig. 13. as desired. Note that the memory

5 spaces of the first and second display data RAMs 310 and 3 20

6 and the display space of the liquid crystal panel 22 are

U drawn to be the same size in Fig. 13, to facilitate

jfj description.

ISO Data is written to the moving- image storage area 320A of

the second display data RAM 320 at a frame rate of 2 0 frames

-i per second, by way of example, and data is read therefrom at

m a frame rate of 60 frames per second and is displayed on the

P moving-image display area 22A of the liquid crystal panel 22.

20 Conversely, data is written to the still- image storage area

310A of the first display data RAM 310 at a frame rate of 90

frames per second, by way of example, and is data is read

therefrom at a frame rate of 60 frames per second and is

displayed on the still-image display area 22B of the liquid

25 crystal panel 22'.

Thus the second embodiment differs from the first

embodiment in the provision of the first and second display
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data RAMs 310 and 320. For that reason. the first column

address control circuit 142, a first I/O buffer 312, the

first page address control circuit 152, and a first display

address control circuit 330 are provided to correspond to the

5 first display data RAM 310. Similarly, the second column

address control circuit 144. a second I/O buffer 322, the

second page address control circuit 154, and a second display

address control circuit 340 are provided to correspond to the

second display data RAM 320.

10 A selector 350 is also provided to select display data

Q from the first and second display data RAMs 310 and 320 on

ijp the basis of an output from the MPU-related control circuit

130. for output to the PWM decoder circuit 180.

°P Also in this second embodiment of the present invention,
t a

1^0 still images and moving images are transferred by separate

L, systems over the first and second bus lines 110 and 120. In

VJ addition, column and page addresses for writing data to the
ru
yi first and second RAMs 310 and 320 are also specified by

rf different systems for still images and moving images. For
H*

20 that reason, it is not necessary to wait for the writing of

moving-image data to finish before writing still- image data,

when still -image data is being rewritten into the first RAM

310 simultaneously with the rewriting of moving- image data

into the second RAM 320.

25 Note that the present invention is not limited to the

embodiments described above and thus various modifications

are possible within the scope of the present invention.
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Similarly, the present invention has been described with

reference to electronic equipment that receives a contents

service that provides movie information. but it is not

limited thereto

.
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